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Hateful graffiti in Campion Hall upsets campus community
BY LESLEY ALMEIDA

What is the price of tolerance?
In this case, it'll cost the students of
Campion Hall a fairly hefty chunk of change.
But this single act of hatred scrawled across
the walls of Campion will hit more than just
the pockets of the Fairfield community. For
many, it means a loss of dignity and the feeling of a divided community.
Racist, sexually offensive and anti-Semitic graffiti was tagged on the second floor
walls and the second floor south stairwell in
Campion Hall on Jan 14, according to Elissa
Pelland, Campion's area coordinator.
The graffiti wasn't found until 8:30 a.m.
Tuesday when Pelland was walking down the
stairs. Several students also reported seeing

the graffiti on their way to morning classes.
"It was shocking to see, and a lot of
students who I have talked with said they
were offended by it," said Pelland.
On Wednesday night, Campion RAs
held meetings with their residents to discuss
the issue and the outcome. The entire building is currently being punished for the acts of
an unknown individual or individuals.
Public Safety officers are now going
to patrol the dorm four nights per week,
at a cost to the residents of about $40/hour
per officer, according to Campion resident
Kristen Prestano '11.
To move forward, the community as a
whole must respond to this incident. According
to Pelland, the students are coming together to
find ways to make the community stronger.
"We can only do that if people are

willing to confront those who are being disrespectful and are going against the beliefs,
values and mission of our community," said
Pelland.
"People are making an issue about the
money, but it's really the principle of the incident that is the worst part about all of this,"
said Prestano. "I was appalled."
Residents of Campion Hall have already
had several meetings after graffiti of sexual
nature appeared in the building during the first
semester, said Prestano.
But in this case, the act was more than immature antics; with the racially offensive and
anti-Semitic connotations, the graffiti became
a hate crime and is being treated as such.
"The first meetings were just about
people drawing penises on the walls," said
Campion resident Liz Maccarone '11. "But

this was really rude and offensive."
As an immediate response, Public Safety
officers and Campion RAs were alerted,
and the graffiti was covered, according to
Pelland.
"One of the RAs for the building hung
paper over it and put up inspirational quotations from people like Martin Luther King,
Jr. and Anne Frank to show that we do not
believe or tolerate such ignorance," said
Pelland.
The University responded to the incident
by issuing an official statement written by
Mark Reed, vice president for administrative services and student affairs, and Tom
Pellegrino, associate vice president and dean
of students.
SEE "STUDENTS" ON P.
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New year,
new dean

Stag strength overpowers St. Peter's, 70-64

BY RACHEL BREAN

Fairfield communications professor Robbin Crabtree said the classroom
has always been her home.
But Crabtree, also director of the
office of service learning, is onto bigger and better things.
Crabtree will continue her distinguished career
at Fairfield as
the new dean
of the College
of Arts and Sciences after returning from a
sabbatical. She
will begin her
new position on
CRABTREE
Aug. 1,2008.
"There is
no doubt that I will miss being in
the classroom," Crabtree said in a
recent press release. "However, I am
confident that I will find new ways to
interact with our great students; after
all, creating an outstanding learning
experience for and with them is what
it's all about."
Crabtree is currently out of the
country and was unavailable for comment.
She replaces Timothy Law Snyder
who left Fairfield on July 1, 2007, to
serve as vice president for academic
affairs at Loyola College in Maryland.
Raymond Poincelot, professor of biology, is serving as interim dean for the
2007-2008 academic year.
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Making an impact: Anthony Johnson '10 goes in for a layup and knocks down Raul Orta in the process in the Stags' 70-64 victory over St.
Peter's on Monday night at Alumni Hall. Johnson missed the shot, but point guard Jonathan Han '09 raced in for the offensive rebound and
gave the ball back to Johnson, who scored and drew a foul on his second shot of the possession. This put Fairfield up by five and ahead
for good. The Stags improved to 4-4 in the MAAC, moving into a tie for sixth place in the conference. Nearly 2,500 fans were in attendance,
including a packed student section, to see the final Alumni Hall game of the men's season. Johnson scored 13 points off the bench, while
Han dished out a career-high 13 assists. For more coverage of men's basketball see Sports, p. 14-16.

SEE "CRABTREE" ON P.
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The globe-trotting, AIDS-fighting, book-writing alumnus
BY JESS MITCHELL

Second semester is a frightening time
for seniors who have jobs lined up and
anticipate the shock of entering the real
world.
However, the final days of college are
all the more terrifying when a student has
no plans for life after graduation, which was
the situation Marco Ambrosio '07 found
himself in last spring.
Ambrosio, a deeply involved member

of Face AIDS and FUSA, was initially in a from San Francisco, Calif; Newark, N.J.;
panic because he had no job and no plans Mumbai, India; Leon,
after graduation. But after glancing down Nicaragua; Ukraine;
at a theology book on the floor of his car, and South Africa.
Ambrosio said he
the idea came to him to travel the world and
hopes the book, which
write a book about the AIDS struggle.
"When you're a senior there's so much will "highlight several
pressure on you. [You] don't have to have key facets about HIV/
a concrete plan; you can do so much," said AIDS through a lens
Ambrosio, who is currently in Bangkok, that focuses on social
justice," will be pubThailand.
AMBROSIO
In his book, he will include experiences . lished by next year. He

began traveling in November 2007 and is
collecting material for his currently untitled
book by volunteering for up to three weeks
at all locations and interviewing the heads
of the respective organizations, as well as
three people suffering from AIDS.
However, communication is one of Ambrosio's greatest challenges, especially when
comforting patients in the hospice in Thailand where, as he wrote in his blog, "I had to
SEE "ALUMNUS" ON P.
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Bob the Filmer: Can we film it? Yes we can!
BY JACK MCNAMARA

When filmmaker Bob Cammisa ' 10 sat
down for an interview in an empty room in
Loyola Hall, he was grinning. He's been
doing a lot lately, and that includes flying
through the air.
Recently, Cammisa finished up a weekend's worth of on-location shooting in Shelton, Conn., for his new project, which does
not yet have an official name. It is currently
being referred to as "West Canal."
It has done well enough to catch the
attention of his local newspaper, The Huntington (Conn.) Herald, as well as the use of

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror

Picture perfect: Director Bob Cammisa '10
frames a shot.

a helicopter. Cammisa is grateful for
both but especially
the latter.
"Not many student filmmakers get
to use [those]," he
said.
According to
Cammisa, that particular nugget of
fate was the result
of a connection with
a friend whose father happens to be a
pilot accustomed to
doing film work, in- Lights, camera, action
cluding high-profile for the past two months.
productions such as
Warner Bros.' "I Am
Legend." He just happened to be in the same
area at the same time that Cammisa was
shooting.
"It was very, very, very cool," Cammisa said.
It was something new for him, although
he has been making movies since seventh
grade.
But after he stopped creating shows with
his friends that had titles such as "Scream 4,"
he went on to edit his own work using Adobe
Premier. He made short films in high school,
raking in two of the nine entries at Cinefest
Fairfield 2007.
One of them, alumnus Patrick Ginnety's
"Fugue," was the recipient of three Cinefest
awards, including Best Film.
Cammisa's friends in Loyola describe him
as "awesome," "the nicest guy in the world,"
and "Indiana Jones, only without the hair."

BY JOE CARRETTA

Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror

Cammisa has been shooting his current film

Written and directed by Cammisa, "West
Canal" is the tale of two auto repair workers
(Cammisa's dad owns a car repair shop) who
become involved with organized crime. After
they mess up a job, it is mandated by the mob
that one friend has to kill the other, and the
final decision is the foundation of the plot.
"I won't reveal too much, but that's the
bulk of the film," said Cammisa.
Collaborating on "West Canal" are Cammisa's fellow film students Patrick Henderson
' 10 and Matt Petterson ' 10.
Most of the actors are people who showed
up in New York for Cammisa's casting call on
www.backstage.com. According to Cammisa,
using professional actors has worked out to
his film's benefit.
"I think that the greatest part about our
actors is that they look real. They look like
the sort of people who go through these sorts
of problems," said Cammisa.

Tlie student vote: More crucial than ever
for upcoming presidential primary
2008 could be the most affected by a recent
economic downturn.
"My key advice to students is that the job
hunting, if not already underway, should begin
immediately," LeClair said. "As the economy
slows, it is going to be a difficult spring."
Politics professor and former senatorial
candidate John Orman agreed that students
could play a major role in the election. .
"Fairfield students must register now," he

might win in Connecticut but not if college students turn out for Barack in big numbers."
With Super Tuesday less than a week
Open VISIONS Forum moderator and art
away, major media outlets tend to focus on
history professor Philip Eliasoph said Open VIonce-powerful politicians and wealthy celebriSIONS contributes to sparking student interest
ties to broadcast who will be endorsing which
in becoming more politically active.
candidates.
He said the program "feels a deep conBut the power is potentially in the hands of
viction to spark a dynamic link between our
another group that does not get nearly as much
University's mission and the underlying values
attention: college students.
of American civic life."
Within states such as
Eliasoph said that student
Nevada, New Hampshire
involvement in the primary
and Iowa, much of the
s part of a commitment to
political conversation has
the Jesuit notion of cura perbeen devoted to the increassonalis — care for the whole
ing cost of college tuition
person — and that participation
and efforts to protect the
in democracy is part of living
environment.
and learning.
In other scenarios, the
"How could we not carepolitical banter shed light
fully observe these primary
on a dim economy that
elections?" he asked. "The rehas recently suffered prosults are directly threaded into
fusely.
our very essence as Fairfield
Fairfield professor of
students and community."
economics Mark LeClair
But not all experts predict
said that students should
that the colleges will have a
look to elect a long-term
huge swing on the electorate.
leader who will be able to
"I do not know who will
further the economy in a
5t? wul in Connecticut, [but] there
tough rebuilding period.
Exercise your right: Clinton supporters celebrate after her victory in the New
is no evidence, at this point,
"Because a fiscal stim- Hampshire primary earlier this month. Many say that college students' votes will
colleges will play any role,"
ulus requires a number greatly affect election results
said politics professor Donald
of months to work, it is
Greenberg.
important that something be done well ahead said. "The college vote was very important in
Greenberg said that if the 18-to 25-year-old
of the election," said LeClair. "There are scant Iowa and New Hampshire."
bracket were to vote, they would have an enorOrman also said that one candidate seems mous impact; but he does not think it will be likely
details from any of the candidates [but] the
proposed package should be designed to be to benefit from the scholastic presence more because this group has amounted to less than 10
than others.
quickly implemented."
percent of the total vote in past primaries.
"College turnout will be important this
Though he said the problem affects all
In the state of Connecticut, residents can
students, LeClair also said that the class of year for Barack Obama," said Orman. "Clinton register to vote until Jan. 31.
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

Fire marshal:
Townhouses still safe
despite small fire

Matt Dinihanian '09 returned to his
townhouse Friday for the first time in a
week only to be welcomed by a charred
wall, a burnt and torn-up rug and a hole
in the wall that previously held the thermostat that had ignited a mini blaze.
The Honeywell Pro 300 thermostat
in townhouse 83 malfunctioned and
caught fire on Saturday, Jan. 12. Students who lived there were forced to
find alternative places to live on campus
while the University investigated the
incident and repaired the damaged areas
of the house.
"None of our personal stuff was
damaged," said Dinihanian. "They said,
had there been a poster on the wall there
or, like, a stack of papers on the ground
there, then the fire could have really
spread."
"We are waiting for our wall to be
painted and are just thankful that this
whole thing didn't turn out to be worse,"
said Dinihanian.
Despite this minor flare-up, which
was kept under control due to the quick
response of Public Safety officers and
the Fairfield Fire Department, the campus is extremely safe and kept under
a close watch by the office of the fire
marshal, according to University Fire
Marshal Joseph Bouchard.
"We have arguably one of the
best fire safety programs among other
private institutions in New England,"
said Bouchard.
One advantage Bouchard said he
has with this program is the help of his
assistant, Peter Malfa ' 10. Malfa is an
on-campus resident and serves as eyes
and ears around campus for his boss.
"I feel like I have the best of both
worlds," said Malfa. "I can provide the
University with an additional perspective of things that are happening around
the campus."
While the office of the fire marshal
is the main guard the University has
against fires, Bouchard said that many
people play a role in keeping the campus safe.
"Resident Assistants all take a
course on fire safety and are instructed
to report anything they think can be a
violation of the fire code," he said.
"Public Safety also does a good
job of keeping cars out of fire lanes
and making sure doors aren't being
propped open around campus where
they shouldn't be."
"I think Fairfield's fire safety program is strong, especially in the student
residences," said Mark Reed, vice
president for administrative services
and student affairs. "Fairfield was a
leader before legislation came along
and validated our approach in installing sprinkler systems in all of the traditional residence halls and updating
the fire detection systems in all student
residences."
"Those systems, have functioned
extremely well," he added.
Bouchard urged students to do their
part in the battle against fire accidents
by refraining from using candles and
exercising extra caution.
"During a fire, the most important
thing to do is close the door behind you,"
he said. "This doesn't allow the fire to
spread as easily from place to place."
According to Bouchard, the damages to the building cost Fairfield around
$500 to repair, and no serious damage
occurred.
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Students meet
to discuss
vandalism

Crabtree to become dean of A&S this fall
CONTINUED FROM P.
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chair of the department of communications
at Fairfield from 2001 until August 2007,
when she was named director of the newly
established office for service learning in the
Center for Faith and Public Life.
She served as chair of the faculty for
the College of Arts and Sciences from 20032006. Crabtree was recently named "Teacher
of the Year" by Fairfield's chapter of Alpha
Sigma Nu, the Jesuit honor society. She has
published more than 40 scholarly articles and
chapters and presented papers at the meetings
of various academic societies.
Brett Williams '08, a former student
of Crabtree's, described her as one of her
favorite professors.
"She always pushes her students to
achieve their highest potential by fostering an

After making the announcement earlier
this month, University President Fr. Jeffrey
von Arx, S.J., said, "Robbin is an accomplished scholar and award-winning teacher
who has experience both in higher education
and non-profit administration. She is a collaborator and a consensus builder with a strong
record of leadership here at Fairfield.
"All this, in addition to her commitment
to diversity and the social justice mission for
this institution, makes her the ideal person
for this post."
Crabtree has made notable contributions
to the University since she came to Fairfield
in 2001 from New Mexico State University in Las Cruces, New Mexico. She was

open and inviting classroom environment,"
Williams said.
Academic Vice President Orin Grossman, who chaired the search committee for
the new dean, said that Crabtree's background
as a department chair, leadership in starting a
service learning division, and excellence as
a teacher and scholar were what collectively
set her apart from other candidates.
Crabtree brings the ability to collaborate
with other University deans in many joint
initiatives, said Grossman.
She will be working on projects that
include developing a college-wide vision
that flows from the strategic planning being
led by von Arx, collaborating on a better
advising model and allocating new faculty
positions.

CONTINUED FROM P.

1 worsened."

think of other ways to say,
'I am here,' or 'You are not
alone.'"
At a lunch with members of Project Open Hand
in San Francisco, Ambrosio spoke with three men
who had lost their partners
to AIDS.
According to Ambrosio's blog, "One [man]
recalled the plight of his
partner and simply stated,
'I wouldn't wish that on
my worst enemy.' They
then recounted how being a caregiver consumed
their lives as their partners

Renee White; and Fr. Michael Doody, S.J., as well
as Jesuit contacts around
the world.
"The tough thing
is that these people
won't be here in a
month," said Ambrosio, who is alone in his
travels, faces language
barriers almost everywhere and encounters people suffering
from one of the most
widespread, terrible
diseases.
Despite the advantages
of his purContril
suit,
Ambrosio
said
One on one: Marco Ambrosio '07 speaks with a monk in
that dealing with
Thailand for his book about HIV/AIDS.
Ambrosio said his
project would have been

absolutely impossible
without the support of Fr.
Richard Ryscavage, S.J.;

people who have AIDS is
extremely daunting and
being alone in other countries is difficult.
"[It] really helped
that I had professors at
Fairfield who could work
with me," he said.
"I got my camera and
my trusty backpack from
my Fairfield days," said
Ambrosio. "Enjoy yourself because life changes
when Fairfield's gone."
' Check out Ambrosio's
blog at regionalhiv.blogspot.com
For more on this story, visit www.fairfield.mirror.com

THE LEVEE IS BACK AS YOUR

1

In the announcement, the act was
denounced as "thoughtless, cowardly
and juvenile" and "stemming from
ignorance."
The statement encouraged all
members of the Fairfield community to
come forward and "take an active role
in supporting, encouraging and promoting efforts to disavow this behavior" as
a way to grow from the issue, prevent
intolerance from spreading, and prevent
another incident from occurring.
Larri Mazon, director of Multicultural Relations, agreed that the only way
to prevent such incidents is to actively
work against them.
The question must be raised as to
how can we show that behavior and actions such as these will not be tolerated
by our community.
"We need a unified voice that clearly
says this is not accepted," said Mazon.
Just as this is not the first instance
of graffiti in Campion, it also is not the
first time offensive content has been
displayed on residence hall walls. In
2005, for example, swastikas appeared
in Dolan Hall.
"It's despicable," said Mazon, "but
it's foolish to think everyone in a community thinks the same way. Things like
this are to be expected, but they should
never be accepted," he said.

Alumnus connects with faculty to write AIDS awareness book
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Campus crime beat
Tuesday, Jan. 15
1:47 a.m. A student filed a complaint about a Confederate flag hanging in Gonzaga. Public Safety contacted the
student who willingly took it down.
8:47 a.m. Graffiti was found in the
Campion South stairwell. No suspects
have been found. For the story see p. 1.

12:34 a.m. Claver RAs requested assistance to locate
marijuana. The room was checked and nothing was found.
8:57 a.m. A minor motor vehicle accident occurred
when a car rolled out of its spot in the lower Bellarmine lot and hit another parked car.
12:02 p.m. A student reported his ID
stolen from the Jogues third floor men's
room.

1:02 p.m. Army recruiters called
Public Safety about an individual protesting the recruiters' work and taking all of
their brochures.

Saturday, Jan. 19
1:54 a.m. Two students in Campion
Hall were found carrying a small amount of
marijuana. The contents were disposed of by the
Fairfield Police Department.

Wednesday, Jan. 16
6:35 p.m. A student reported that her
Jeep Cherokee had been scratched while
parked in the Regis Hall circle.

Thursday, Jan. 17

Sunday, Jan. 20
1:43 a.m. Three male students jumped out of a cab and
ran without paying. Students were located and ended up
paying for their ride.

Sprinkler spray forces students to relocate
At 12:30 a.m. on Monday, a sprinkler head at the southern end of the floor in Regis Hall was broken off. Water
surged into the second floor and seeped down to both the
first and the ground floors.
Students living in these areas were asked to relocate

Many people rely on The Mirror
| as a secondary source of relief.

Write for us,.,

for the night while a Pritchard employee repaired the head,
and a crew attempted to dry out the water damage done to
the floor. At press time, Residence Life had not yet returned
calls regarding the cause of the break and the total amount
of damages done to the building.
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How about some

R-E-S-P-E-C-T?
The recent vandalism of a stairwell in Campion Hall
creates a pause and reaffirms just how far some Fairfield
students are from the real world.
While the actions are deplorable, it is sad to see prejudices and stereotypes of the lowest caliber expressed at
an institution of higher education.
We are all guilty of less than intelligent decisions,
regardless of our status as university students. However,
defacing school property is one offense; scribbling hurtful and ignorant statements on a wall is grossly disrespectful to the environment in which we live and share
with others.
There is no excuse for these acts of vandalism, especially if they were done out of sheer boredom by immature students.
It appears that complacency has temporarily overtaken general morals and rules.
After the incident, a guard was placed in Campion to
patrol the halls. Have we become so pompous, so spoiled
in this sheltered setting, that an officer is required to keep
order in a residence hall?
This past Friday night, vandalism also occurred in
Kostka Hall. The incident was reminiscent of Campion's
situation, with graffiti and expletive remarks etched into
dorm walls.
It is unbelievable that students perform such acts simply to make a scene and bring attention indirectly — or
perhaps directly — to themselves.
Incidents such as these are also quite costly, placing
unfair damage bills on residents who were not involved.
If those who committed the crime are unknown, the
school certainly isn't going to cover the cost.
There needs to be a return to accountability. Mom
and dad might pay the bills, but they're not watching over
your every decision.
Students must police themselves and take pride in
their living space. The complete lack of respect shown by
those individuals who depicted tasteless remarks further
shows how myopic some people can be and how propelling stereotypes of student apathy reflects poorly on the
greater population.
It's a bigger world than graffiti in hallways and
stairwells.
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An aimless, anonymous abomination
BY ROB FITZGERALD

Fairfield students are a busy
bunch, between academics, jobs,
clubs and maintaining a social
life. With all these commitments,
who has time anymore to stop on
a busy stairwell and scribble some
good old-fashioned hateful words
or symbols? I know I don't.
Apparently someone in Campion Hall had way too much free
time, a void of conscience and a
marker handy one night, scrawling imagery from the unnecessary
and gross to the downright offensive and ignorant. But why?
Prior to this incident, the
Campion community had meetings to discuss prior vandalism of
a less-serious nature to explain the
charges shared by everyone and
to inspire residents to discourage
and report such behavior. Did this
person or group of people feel
like they were showing up the
staff by doing the exact opposite,
plus upping the ante?
Some accounts of the graffiti
I've heard include swastikas, pos-

sibly the most offensive symbol
to the average person. Does the
anonymous drawer or drawers of
these symbols truly have a deep
hatred for Jewish people?
My gut instinct tells me
no. In a sad cry for attention,
this person or persons probably
selected what they thought were
the most offensive words and
symbols possible and then drew
them on the wall. In so doing,
they could really stick it to those
nosy RAs just trying to meddle
in theipfun.
To show how tough this person or group of people were, in
the late hours of the night when
nobody could see, they tried to
offend everyone they could and
didn't even sign a name. Maybe
they bragged to their friends, but
I'll hope that there isn't more
than one person in that building
with as much disregard for home,
neighbors and the damage bill
as this individual or group of
individuals.
So, in the end, the graffiti
proved nothing. Were its purpose

Wffeii
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To drink and jive or take a dive?
CHATTIN" WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

"It's not you."
"These things happen to everyone."
"You're being too hard on yourself."
Well, I'm certainly not being hard on anyone else.
Sexual incapability is a touchy subject, especially with
the gross amount of uncomfortable advertising by
Levitra, Viagra and Cialis.
Fast forward past five hours of heavy drinking to
that point where you're taking that woman to bed. It
could even be your girlfriend, it doesn't particularly
matter; the importance, however, is found in the fact
that, while your brain is thinking sex, your penis has
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
other plans for the night. And then it happens to you.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com
How do you explain that to a woman? Basically,
you're a big loser because you couldn't get it up and
you're an even bigger loser to yourself because you
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
missed out on what could have been a good time. Noand contributions of its readers:
body wants to hear that either, especially a potential
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
one-night standee.
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
Booze is supposed to elevate the senses, make the
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
time
that much better and, above all else, spur the nonOnce received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
sensical
decisions that make college what it is.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
Jeanne DiMuzio, director of counseling services,
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
stresses the practical implications of these decisions in
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
her effective alcohol education classes: sexually transand personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
mitted diseases/HIV and one-night stands.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
In reference to the negative effects alcohol can
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
sometimes have on a man's piece, DiMuzio agreed
The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center
there is a correlation.
"Alcohol is a drug that depresses the body's sys-
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to truly hurt any of the groups of
people it affected, the artist or
group of artists would be disappointed to learn that these actions
have only brought the community
to remember the importance of
supporting these groups.
Were these drawings trying
to hurt Residence Life in retribution for wasting the precious
time of dorm residents with their
meetings, the drawer or drawers
would be upset to figure out that
they have only hurt their friends'
and neighbors' wallets, between
the cleanup of the walls and the
additional rounds made by Public
Safety officers in the building.
While the identity of those
responsible for such ignorant
and futile gestures may still be
unknown to administrators, I
would hope he, she or they are
reported or come forward to
make a confession.
Only then can this person
or group of people be held accountable for the damage to
both the building and the community as a whole.

tems, therefore it will be more difficult to achieve and
maintain an erection," she said. "Long term, it can also
impact sperm production as well."
Of all that is wrong with waking up next to someone you vaguely remember from the night before, when
the lights are turned down and the clothes come off,
regret is nonexistent. However, when you compound
this decision with a lack of libido, your ego is bound
to take a shot.
Is there a disconnect between sex and relationship
at this school? No more than any other school. Is this the
culture that we live in, where every relationship seems
like it is fleeting and every pursuit starts with drinks
and culminates in vaguely remembered encounters?
Some people blame it on the females, but as ridiculous
as Seth Green sounded in Can't Hardly Wait, that's how
you'll sound too.
When searching for reasons to deter excessive
drinking, my mother always told me, "If you drink too
much, you know what's not going to work."
Just like she would cheer me up when my peers
would ridicule me for being a heffer-esque adolescent,
this particular line serves as a pick-me-up, even when
my package is down.
The point is that this happens as much as we try to
avoid it. Does this mean that you should avoid one-night
stands to save face in case you actually find yourself too
banged up to bang? Fairfield kids do care rather passionately about their reps, but I'm going to say no. Still, it's
hard not to feel a bit downtrodden about taking a sexual
mulligan, even if it is just an isolated Fairfield night.
This is not an indictment of the female race, nor is
it a rebuke of casual drunken trysts; it's merely a realization that not every sexual encounter plays out like a
movie scene and not every drink makes you feel like a
star — even at Fairfield.
Take solace in the fact you're still young and you're
not Bob Dole or those weirdos in the Cialis tub.
- .'.%'f-'■• • »3TS."VWW

The Department of Recreation says...
Welcome Back!!!
Sign-up for Spring 08' Fitness Classes
Undergraduate Student Registration
Registration begins in the RecPlex- Friday, January 18, 2008 (3 p.m.-5:30 p.m.)
University College, Grad Student, & F/S Registration
Registration begins - Tuesday, January 22, 2008 (9 a.m.-Noon)
Fees are listed as follows:
Full-Time Undergrad / Graduate & University College/ Faculty & Staff
CLASS
Beginning Pilates
Yoga Flow 1
Abs & Sculpting
Belly Dancing
Advanced Pilates
Mixed Pilates
Step Express 1
Rock Bottom 1
Yoga Flow II
Cardio Fusion
Yoga Flow III
Boot Camp
Muscle Tone N' Sculpt
Cardio Plus
Step Express II
Rock Bottom II

DAY
Monday & Thursday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday & Friday
Tuesday & Thursday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday

TIME
12:00- 1:00 p.m.
4:30 - 5:45 p.m.
6:15- 6:45 p.m.
7:00 - 8:00 p.m.
12:00-1:00 p.m.
4:45 - 5:45 p.m.
6:00 - 6:30 p.m.
6:45-7:30 p.m.
12:15 - 1:30 p.m.
3:15-4:15 p.m.
4:30 - 5:45 p.m.
6:15 - 7:00 p.m.
7:15- 7:45 p.m.
3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
6:00 - 6:30 p.m.
6:45 - 7:30 p.m.

FEE
$35/$50/$100
$30/$40/$100
$20/$30/$65
$30/$40/$65
$35/$50/$100
$35/$50/$100
$10/$15/$50
$25/$35/$65
$30/$40/$100
$20/$30/$55
$30/$40/$100
$30/$40/$65
$25/$35/$75
$20/$30/$60
$10/$15/$35
$25/$35/$65

Fitness Classes Begin Monday, January 28, 2008

Fairfield University^ Intramurals are Back!

// no

Spring 08' Intramural Schedul e
Sport
SPRING 08'
Floor Hockey
Basketball
Hoops Skills
(Slam Dunk, 3pt)
Racquetball
Dodge Ball
Arena Football
(Monday Nights)
7x7 Lacrosse (M)
Lacrosse (W)
Indoor Soccer
Indoor Fid Hockey
Pickleball Doubles
Softball
Tennis Doubles

Format

Divisions
Levels
m/c-a/b
m/w/c-a/b
m/w

League
League
Event
Tourn
League
Tourn

open/w
m/c

Tourn
Tourn
League
League
Tourn
League
Tourn

m

v-

w V
m/w/c-a/b
w
open
m/c-a/b
m/w/c

Registration
Begins

Registration
Deadline

TBD

TBD

Play
Begins
Jan. 16
Jan. 16
TBD

Jan. 21
Jan. 21
Feb. 25

Feb. 4
Feb. 11
Mar.17

Feb. 5
Feb. 19
Mar.24

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Mar. 25
Apr. 6
Mar. 25
Mar. 25
Mar. 25
Mar. 31
TBD

25
25
25
25
25
25
25

*

17
1
17
17
17
17
1

Signup online for intramurals at
www.fairfield.edu/intramurals
For more information on Intramurals Call:
x. 2607

>■

Recreation Department- Fall 07' Events
TRIP
Whirlyball

STUDENT FEE
$10

DATE
January 26th (3:00-5:00 p.m.)
For sign-up or more information on these events contact:
John Paladino
Assistant Director of Recreation
jpaladino@mail.fairfield.edu
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Colbert,
Stewart
appemng
soldier on sans writers
Movies & TV
New drama series, "Breaking
Bad" premieres Sunday at 10
p.m. on AMC.
Sylvester Stallone returns as
everyone's favorite action hero
in "Rambo," which opens
nationwide on Friday.
"Untraceable" opens
nationwide on Friday. Diane
Lane stars as a detective
hunting down a serial killer
who uses the Internet as his
weapon.
Hit television show "Lost"
returns next Thursday at 8 p.m.
on ABC.

Concerts &
Performances
•

ll

Indie sensations Matt
Nathanson and Ingrid
Michaelson will be perfoorfiing
at Toad's Place Friday at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $15 in advance and
$17 on the day of the show.
Emo rockers Bayside will be
coming to Webster Theater
Saturday with opening acts
Stray light Run and Four Year
Strong. Tickets are $13.50.
One-hit wonders The Click
Five will be performing at the
Blender Theater in Manhattan
tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m.
Tickets are $16.
Got a lot of cash? If you can
afford it, check out Lewis
Black at the Quick Center
Saturday at 7 p.m. It's for
charity, but the cheapest tickets
are $100.

Miscellaneous
Fairfield University movie
series, "The Irish in Film,"
will begin this week, sponsored
by the Irish Studies Committee.
The new Walsh Art Gallery
exhibition, "The Emperor's
New Clothes," will open
Sunday from 2-4 p.m. The
exhibition will run through
March 9.
Send in your What's
Happening events to mirror.
entertainment@gmail.com.

BY LILY NORTON

Since the writers' strike broke out in
November, America has barely survived
lonely nights without the entertainment of Jay
Leno, David Letterman, Conan O' Brien and
others. Many college students, though, have
been most disappointed with the loss of their
favorite Comedy Central commentators: Jon
Stewart and Stephen Colbert.
When Stewart and Colbert went back on
the air on Jan. 7, many viewers questioned how
the shows would handle without their wordsmiths. In a joint statement, the hosts said they
felt ambivalent about returning and wished they
were doing so with their writers.
Luckily, for Stewart and Colbert, the
majority of the greatest and most beloved
moments on their shows are products of
improvisational interviews that occupy the
last third of their time slots. Even Stewart
and Colbert, as Writers Guild members, are
barred from writing anything for the shows.
Thus, improvisation will occupy the whole 23
minutes of their programming.
The first episode back was shaky
for Stewart. He concentrated his comedic efforts on the writers' strike, poking
fun at both the studios involved and the Writers Guild of America.
Even though Stewart might*be. angry
show on
about having to write
his own, people may
feel
his making fun of the
people who ultimately have made him
look good for the
last nine years
on "The Daily
Show" is immature.
However,
Stewart's second show on
Jan. 8 went
smoother,
and his
light-hearted political

commentary returned without any
harsh ridicule of
his absent writers.
Stewart's
main "correspondent" John Oliver
returned on the
second airing, "reporting" from the
picket lines outside the show's studio (which, even
though there really
were picketers, was
filmed in front of a
green screen). OliContributed Photo
ver introduced his
Stewart and Colbert return sans writers: In a joint statement, the
segment by saypolitical satirists said that they wish they were returning to the air with
ing: "Before we writers.
begin, let me make
one thing perfectly
clear. I am just talking to you. This is not ter, was quickly mortified because the "word"
writing. I have absolutely no idea how the graphics didn't appear on screen as usual —
sentence I am currently saying is going to that would require writing.
finish. When and if it
In returning, many viewers were condoes, I can only hope cerned that interview subjects would be harder
it makes some kind of to find since most candidates are authors who
ceramic pineapple."
are hesitant about upsetting their friends on
Stephen Colbert the strike. So far, however, interviews have
also took some time been just as frequent as before.
to joke about the abWhile Stewart and Colbert show? that
sence of his writing they can survive, striking writers aren't all that
staff. While Colbert pointed out happy about the shows airing without them.
Michael Winship, president of the Writers
the empty teleprompters on Monday,
he read from one during part of his Guild of America East, said on the WGA Web
Tuesday night show. He pretended site that the union's quarrel is not upset with
to read from a pre-strike script and Stewart or Colbert directly, but with Viacom
validated his actions by saying, and Comedy Central who "will not yet make
a fair and responsible contract" allowing the
"This is a legal script!"
Colbert, in his on-air persona of Bill hosts "to get back their writers."
O' Reilly from "The O' Reilly Factor," continIt is a shame that this had to happen to
ued to poke fun at the loss of his writers on these political commentators' shows because
Tuesday's show, saying, "I don't the months before the presidential election is
like unions and I don't need the prime time during which they can have
writers, which brings me to the most fun.
Whether or not that's enough to give us the
tonight's Word," a favorite
satirical political analysis that we need during
segment of the show.
But Colbert, in charac- the next 11 months, we'll have to see.

Starr shines bright with new album
BY ANDONI FLORES

Like the old proverbial teddy bear that so
many children grew up with, Ringo Starr is a
musician many listened to as a child and just
can't look back on without smiling.
The simplicity of
MmirrKffYlffW his new album, "Liverpool 8 may seem
dull to others, but I prefer to reflect upon it not
as a collection of songs, but rather as an autobiographical lullaby perfect for times when the
sky is dark and all you need is love.
"Liverpool 8" is reminiscent of The Beatles' beginnings. Starr, 67, the former drummer
for the greatest band to ever grace the Earth,
encapsulates everything from the days he spent
growing up on Madryn Street to the glory days
of The Beatles and beyond. He sends you on a
journey through time, wrapped up in his gentle
voice laced with reverb.
The track, "If It's Love That You Want,"

couldn't sound more Beatnew technology.
On the song "R U Ready?"
les-esque even if it featured
a song written about death, he
Paul McCartney. Using the
pans and distorts his voice in
same "Love/love/love"
one speaker while distorted
lyrics as heard in the song
drums and banjo play in the
"All You Need Is Love"
other ear, and smack dab in
by The Beatles, the poppy
the middle is a clean piano and
harmonies, crisp vocals
clapping.
and drumming are quickly
The end product is the
followed by the nostalgic
sensation
of having your ears
song "Love Is."
tickled by wonderful melodies
On this track, the vowhile thinking about death.
cals and guitar create the
As his guitar gently weeps,
melancholy melodies that
my heart quickly breaks, realbring the listener down
izing that this planet will never
from the rush created by All you need is love: Ringo
the previous song. A syn- Starr's new album is reminiscent hear or see anything as great as
The Beatles ever again.
thesizer eerily plays "I Am of his days with The Beatles.
As one of the two remainThe Walrus" faintly in the
ing Beatles left on this planet, Starr is a relic of
background.
Hearing the man who sang about an a generation long gone, when every song was
octopus' garden through laptop speakers in about love and presidents who waged wars on
digital quality is an interesting experience, third world countries lost.
Starr will go down in history as an idol
considering America was raised listening to
Starr in typical analog vinyl recordings. But of the '60s and a role model for today's muStarr has updated his musical choices to fit the sicians.
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Lose your head with 'Cloverfield'
BY ALEX CONROY

It is every person on Earth's
greatest fear: the unknown. There
MOTlfi BBVieW is no terror greater than that of an unknown stalker,
maybe a mere figment of the
imagination, waiting in the dark.

Blair Witch, eat your heart out:
Writer, producer and director J.J. Abrams capitalized on the
fear of the unknown in his new
film "Cloverfield" in a manner
not seen since "The Blair Witch
Project."
The film begins on a beautiful spring morning, as Rob
(Michael Stahl-David) and Beth
(Odette Yustman) prepare for

series of tremors rock the small
apartment. The characters then
realize that the entire city is
under attack.
The group, sans Beth, who
left the party after fighting with
Rob, struggles to escape the
besieged island. When Rob receives a call from a distressed
Beth, who is trapped in her

I find myself being able to figure
out the ending more frequently.
Nonetheless, "Cloverfield"
really did get to me, and the entire movie was carefully crafted
to accomplish two things. The
first is to be obscure and, in doing so, heighten the terror of the
identity of whatever is destroying New York.
The second is to
establish an atmosphere that makes the
movie seem anything
but carefully crafted,
with a deliberately
invisible script and
a very limited scope
of visibility. Though
the characters seem
about as lifeless and
convenient as the
characters in, well,
nearly every horror
movie ever made,
the sheer scope and
power of the movie
allows you to ignore
that, and the personal
way in which it was
filmed makes you
care for them regardless.
Contributed Photo
While it is an
The innovative thriller will have you sitting on the edge of your seat.
excellent movie, do
not see it if you have
Jason records everyone's midtown apartment, they run a weak stomach. I don't mean
testimonials to Rob at the part straight into a danger they do not weak stomach when it comes to
but decides he doesn't want this understand, with no assurance of
job. He hands the camcorder and survival.
the responsibility over to Rob's
Like most movie-goers, I
best friend Hud (T.J. Miller). At enjoy being held in suspense
first, Hud is careless, neglecting and not knowing exactly what is gore. I mean, don't see it if you
the job and using the camera to going on. But either I'm grow- get sick on roller coasters — the
hit on Marlena (Lizzy Caplan), ing smarter or filmmakers are shaky filming style is enough to
but that soon changes when a becoming less original because induce motion sickness.
a day out in New York City,
seen through the eyes of Rob's
camcorder. The next scene fastforwards to a month in the future,
as Rob's brother Jason (Mike
Vogel) and Jason's girlfriend
Lily (Jessica Lucas) set up for
Rob's going away party — he
has accepted a high-paying job
in Japan.

The

ENTERTAINMENT

Minor

Actor Heath
Ledger dead
at 28
BY JP PORRETTA
Avid movie fans were shocked
after Australian actor Heath Ledger
was found dead in his Manhattan
apartment Tuesday afternoon.
"I didn't see that coming," said
Vanessa
Jackson '08.
"He was so
talented.
I'm going
to go watch
'A Knight's
Tale' and
'The Patriot'
for days."
LEDGER
J ackson wasn't the
only student who saw this tragedy as
a complete and utter shock.
Ledger, who was becoming one
of the most popular young actors of
our generation, was the talk of the
campus throughout the week.
"I hope Campus Ministry has a
candle light vigil in his honor," said
Ashley Calame '09.
Heath Ledger's mainstream
career kick-started in 1999 when he
starred in the teen-drama, "10 Things
I Hate About You."
He went on the land lead roles in
"The Patriot," "A Knight's Tale" and
"Brokeback Mountain."
Before his death, Ledger was
promoting his role as the Joker in
the new Batman film, "The Dark
Knight." The film is still scheduled
to be released this summer.

'27 Dresses': Classic chick flick appeal with rising-star power
BY CHRISTEN MECABE

Everyone knows the cliche: "Always a bridesmaid,
MQVie Rcmv never a bride." The movie "27
Dresses takes this saying to a
whole new level.
Katherine Heigl plays Jane, her friends' go-to girl
when choosing bridesmaids. She'll help the bride-to-be
find a cake, a florist and invitations and will even hold
up her dress while she goes to the bathroom.
Jane has donned 27 hideously poofy bridesmaid
dresses, including a "Gone with the Wind"-inspired
number and a black dress with a spiked choker for a
goth wedding, all of which are stuffed into a huge closet
in her Manhattan apartment.
Jane looks forward to the day when she will be
the bride and won't have to lift a finger. Yet, a kink
is thrown into this plan: Jane's younger, more attractive sister Tess (Charli Barcena) falls for Jane's boss,
George (Edward Burns), with whom Jane is secretly
in love. Now, it's on Jane to organize the wedding in
three weeks.
Even more hijinks ensue when the devilishly handsome reporter Kevin Doyle (James Marsden) decides
to write an article about Tess and George's wedding for
the wedding section of a newspaper, but ends up writing
Contributed Photo
about Jane's 28th stint as a bridesmaid.
1
While "27 Dresses" was completely predictable and Searching for the white dress: Katherine Heigl, from the summer hit "Knocked Up, stars in "27 Dresses," another feelfull of "chick flick" cliches (a trip to yoga class, the best good box office hit.
friend who puts everything into perspective, a kiss in the
You may not leave feeling any smarter, but you will movie star, with the help of her star role in the blockbuster
rain, a drunken karaoke number and, of course, numerous
montages of bridesmaid dresses and wedding planning), leave with a smile on your face because "27 Dresses" is hit "Knocked Up" this past summer. She'll probably be
pure candy-coated entertainment with a dash of charm- in many more romantic comedies that would once have
the movie is still completely enjoyable.
The movie is at first reminiscent of 200 l's "The ing cynicism.
starred Julia Roberts.
This film is surely going to make Heigl a full-fledged
Marsden was the perfect choice for the cynical but
Wedding Planner" starring Jennifer Lopez and Matthew
McConaughey, although "27 Dresses" has wittier lines
sexy reporter. His charm and smile alone are enough to
and a much stronger cast.
draw the ladies to the box office.
Sappy feel-good story lines are the reasons chick
Leave the guys at home for this movie, and bring your
girlfriends for an early Valentine's Day treat. '
flicks are sopopular.in the fksLpJacflL' .'. V* *>*»%♦*#
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Building a campus, creating a community
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

John Falzone, a university carpenter for 25 years, completes a daily routine of fixing mail boxes and hanging signs
around campus. Falzone is recognized as a person who gives
students a sense of direction, but it has nothing to do with the
signs on University grounds.
Twice a month, Falzone offers another kind of service
to the Fairfield community when he meets with seven
students in Loyola Hall as a mentor in the Ignatian Residential College.
"I was amazed when I was invited to be a mentor,"
Falzone said.
He said he was "a little shocked," and the first thing
he did was ask his son, Mike, if he thought it would be a
good idea.
"[Mike] said, 'Dad, you love to talk to people and you
love people, this would be great for you,'" Falzone said.
At the Ignatian Residential College, Falzone often
hears the question, "Who am I?" and said he has no problem
answering it.
"I am who I am. I am a carpenter, a mentor, a father, an
uncle, a godfather," said Falzone. "I wear many hats."
According to Joe DeFeo, associate director of the Ignatian Residential College, the program administrators ask
former mentors, faculty, staff and administrators to recommend people to become mentors.
"We had known of John, as he has been on campus many
years, [and] when his son Mike went through the program we
got to know John even better," DeFeo said.
DeFeo said that Falzone was a logical choice based on
his attitude and religious devotion.
One of the obstacles that Falzone faces in being a mentor
as well as a carpenter is that he has Multiple Sclerosis (MS),
a chronic disease that affects the nervous system.
"When I was first diagnosed I had faith, I had friends and

I had family," he said. "Religion plays a big role because
without faith, you got nothing. I gave a rosary to every
mentee I ever had."
When Falzone was diagnosed with MS in 1985, the first
thing he did was go to the library and research the disease.

affairs at Fairfield, was at an event that Valentine attended.
When Fitzpatrick mentioned Fairfield, Valentine immediately
named the school's noted carpenter.
"I think our friendship [between Falzone and Fitzpatrick] started over the mutual love of baseball," said
Fitzpatrick, a longtime Red Sox fan. "I had a lot of great
conversations with John."
Judy Arel, assistant to the registrar, is a co-captain with
Falzone for "Striding Stags," an organization devoted to
helping raise money for the MS society.
"Since John has firsthand experience, he is a great
support for anyone needing help or just a listening ear,"
said Arel. "His spirit is so contagious."
"Despite any of his problems you would never know
that he is having a down day," said Arel.
Falzone said that MS causes him to have some "off
days," but he said he does not feel that he should stop doing
what he is doing because of an obstacle.
Falzone has received many awards over the years for
his service to the Fairfield community, but Loyola Hall
second floor RA Elizabeth Bigos '08 said he should receive
a higher honor.
Bigos has started a petition for Falzone to be this year's
Jon Ollwerther/Tne Mirror recipient of an honorary degree, which is distributed each
Who am I? Falzone plays many roles on campus, includyear at the University commencement ceremony.
ing an Ignatian Residential College mentor and a Univer"Mr. Falzone has been working at the University for a
sity carpenter.
number of years and gives of himself on a daily basis," said
He found that the condition impairs the nervous system Bigos. "He has been a crucial part of the Ignatian Residential
and can be fatal.
College for the past three years."
"I was 29 when I read that," said Falzone. "That's when
; "It is people like John Falzone that make me want
I got in touch with the MS society."
to come to work at Fairfield University every day," said
Through the MS society, Falzone found a friend in former Fitzpatrick.
New York Mets manager Bobby Valentine.
Chris Surette '10, a member of Falzone's mentor group,
"It is great when someone like Bobby Valentine can e- said that Falzone relates well to college students even though
mail me and talk about MS," Falzone said.
he never attended college.
Jim Fitzpatrick, associate vice president for student
For the full story, see www.fairfieldmirror.com.

Talkin' trash: The ins and outs of recycling at Fairfield
to rebuild a commercial airline fleet
every three months, according to
the Clean Air Council, a non-profit

in all common areas and/or lounges academic classroom and building, as
in residence halls. In different areas well as at the townhouses. Residents
If you didn't quite get the hang
throughout the BCC and scattered at the townhouses are asked to put
of recycling in '07, you're
on various floors in academic build- newspapers and magazines in a sepain luck. Going green is still
ings there are receptacles with three rate paper bag for Thursday pick-up.holding strong in 2008, and it
dividers. There are bright blue bins Also, the large navy blue toters in
is one of the best resolutions
located outside each townhouse; the BCC are for
for you and the planet. Here is
curbside pick-up is on Thursday, so paper.
a refresher of where and what
put bins out on Wednesday.
Cardboard:
you can recycle while living
Paper: printer, copier and corrugated boxes,
on campus.
cardstock paper, envelopes (with which are most
Co-mingles: cans (aluand without plastic), junk mail often packing
minum, steel), glass bottles,
and flyers, cards and stationery, boxes. (Note: Pizplastics bottles and containers
newspapers and magazines, Post-it za boxes are not
(#1 and #2 type plastics).
notes, folders, carbonless paper, accepted because
Even with heightened
corrugated cardboard (break down food residue can
environmental awareness,
first). (Note: Staples, rubber bands contaminate the
Americans still dispose of 2.5 mil- environmental organization.
and tape are also OK to go in these entire load.)
lion plastic botdes every hour, throw
Where you can recycle: All bins if on these paper items).
Much like
enough glass bottles away every two buildings on campus have recepPaper still remains a huge paper, cardboard
weeks to have filled both of the World tacles where you can drop off clean source of waste in the U.S. For still finds its way
Trade Center towers and carelessly cans and bottles.
every 100 pounds of trash that is into the waste
get rid of enough aluminum cans
Navy blue recycling units are thrown away, 35 pounds are paper. stream. AccordNewspapers take up about ing to Annenberg
Advertisement
14 percent of landfill Media, cardboard and paper make
up 41 percent
space, and
of all garbage
paper in
or municipal
packaging
solid waste
accounts
in the United
for another
States.
15-20 perWhere
cent, acyou
can recycording to
Hours:
cle: There are
the Energy
Sunday through Thursday
various dumpInforma11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror sters meant just
tion AdFriday & Saturday
for cardboard on
ministration.
11 a.m. - midnight
Where you can campus. They are located between
recycle: In addition to McAuliffe Hall and Alumni Hall,
the three-slot recycling behind Xavier Hall, in the BCC, in
units throughout cam- the library and in the maintenance
pus, here are other loca- barn across from the Dolan School
Sodexho
of Business.
tions to recycle.
Campus Services
"Techno" or electronic trash:
Small blue boxes are
located in almost every cell phone and laptop batteries.
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

CFLs, printer cartridges.
Remember VHS tapes, cassettes
and VCRs? Fast-forward to today
and that technology seems archaic
to DVDs, MP3 files and iPhones.
Much of these outdated materials
are simply
thrown
out when
they bec o m e
obsolete,
creating
an immense
environme n tal
hazard.
Besides
discarded
plastic,
steel and
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror glass, the
EPA cites
that "mercury from electronics" is
a "leading source of mercury in
municipal waste."
Where you can recycle: Central Stores Department in McAuliffe
Hall. Students can take their used
printer cartridges to McAuliffe Hall
or send them through campus mail.
Many cartridges are often accepted
by the company that made them and
come with a pre-paid envelope.
However, centrally located
recycling systems in the BCC, Bannow and the library that accept cell
phone, laptop and iPod batteries and
other small electronicsfor recycling
will be added to campus soon.
Just remember, when it comes
to the future of our natural world,
ignorance is not bliss. Make 2008
the year you recycle.

Editor: Jack McNamara

Dan Stanczyk

January 24, 2008
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HE Sdld / SHE Sdld

Jackie Mautone

New Year's resolutions: Like nailing Jell-0 to a tree
We are already deep into January so I'm sure that everybody has already gone back
on their New Year's resolutions. Well,
everybody except my brother Pat,
whose rather lofty resolution every
year is to not die.
It's gotten to the point where everyone knows that New Year's reso
lutions don't last, so no one takes
them seriously. We might have to
take this one step at a time. New
Year's day resolutions, New Year's
week resolutions, New Year's
month resolutions...
Resolutions don't hold
up for a rather simple rea;
son: They are things peo
pie don't want to do but
know it would be good if
they did. Lose weight, be
nice to their in-laws, stop
smoking, drink responsibly, etc.
New Year's resolutions are about
getting a fresh start. Think about this for
a minute. Why not make your resolution
be something you want to do? All of a
sudden smoking and drinking are not
only altering your mind but helping you
achieve what one may call a goal.
Therefore, my New Year's resolution is to be the biggest college dude I
can be, and I encourage all of you do

to the same. I only have a few months
left, so I need to make things happen
quickly. My housemates and I already
got the ball rolling by bringing a foosball table into our house even though
it takes up half our space.
When everyone else is in the gym
getting their beach muscles ready for
spring break, I'll be on the couch
doing 12-ounce curls, eating chips,
thinking about the female spring
break photo albums, and watching sports with the intention of
getting not smarter, but fatter
than the Schwab, FROM?
St. John's.
Jackie's resolution
may be to not hook up
with random people,
but I say why not? What
other time in your life
are you going to be surrounded by this many good looking, sexcrazed people with raging hormones? For
at least for half of that group, hormones
aren't the only things raging.
So, let's break rules, defy authority, make bad decisions, and live the
college life. I expect there to be plenty
of kegs in the townhouses despite what
authority figures who wear highwaters
say. I can sum up my resolution in
three words: get the funnel.

I don't usually rant. Normally, I'm
a happy, easy-going girl. But let
me just start off by saying, I hate
2008. The only thing that this new year
has brought with it so far, aside from
sub-zero temperatures, flooded bathrooms, and frozen pipes, is a severe
reality check.
Seniors, we are adults, and I'm
pretty sure that most of us are real
izing it now. We have to pay bills,
call plumbers and, eventually, get
real-life jobs. We're graduating
(well, some of us are).
Underclassmen, you can
laugh now, but it's only a .,
matter of time before
you're in our shoes,
sopping up the water
from your beach house
bathroom floor and dread
ing the graduation countdown
just like we are.
But let's go back for a minute. Sure,
I'm sad about stepping outside of the
Fairfield Bubble in May, but if there's
one thing I hate more than the idea of
leaving this place in a,couple of months,
it's New Years Eve and every ritual
surrounding it. You might say that this
"holiday" is an excuse to get dressed
up, kiss a boy at midnight and drink
way too much. I say, why do I have to

buy a new outfit, pay an absurd amount
of money to go to a crowded club with a
bunch of strangers, and then not even
remember most of it the next day?
And don't even get me started
on New Year's Resolutions. You know
you'll fall off the wagon/start eating
carbs/buy a pack of cigs by February,
so why even bother? I think that every
person at Fairfield resolves to "get in
shape." It's a nice idea in theory,
but the absolute worst thing ever
is arriving at the RecPlex only to
have to wait in a 20-minute
sK line for the next available
treadmill. Seriously, I
haven't seen most of you
people at the gym all
year. Give it up and go
home — I think there are
some leftover Christmas
cookies in your dorm room.
This year, I resolve never to make a
New Year's Resolution again.
Actually, I take that back. There
are only 115 days until I'm back home,
living with my parents, sharing a room
with my 15-year-old sister, and waiting
in line to use the shower instead of the
treadmill. So, I resolve to treat each
day of this semester like it's the last
one. I'll drink to that resolution — see
you guys at The Grape.
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College Crossword

49. It's electric!
50. resolution
56. Mr., General, eg.
58. dry
59. deodorant brand
60. "You Make Me Wanna" singer
61. it could have stones .
62. Adam and Eve garden
63. infection of the eyelid
64. infection of eyelid gland
65. tree part
Down
1. takes care of the tab
2. casino machine
3. type of palm
4. one of three born at the same

/LI DO K LI
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NUMBER
LOGIC PUZZLE

©2007 Joshua O'Connell. All Rights Reserved, http://www.in-pursuit.com

by Joshua O'Connell

Having a new resolve
ACROSS
1.aquiet"Y0!"
5. necklace item, perhaps
9. island south of Sicily
14. having wings
15. not cool
16. soothing lotions
17. famous athlete Berra
18. smallest component in science
19. takes a break
20. resolution
23. laundry detergent brand
24. banks can put it on a house
25. a plane's traffic pattern
27. drives fast
30. pretty, perhaps
32. having winglike extensions
33. sends via the Internet, for one
36. retrieved
37. consider something abstract to
be real
38. a sticky substance
39. those who stick to a doctrine
42. hate
44. chooses
45. a long dress worn by females
46. a house from the Swiss
48. "White Flag" singer

JANUARY

Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1-EASY

7
6
2
3 5 4
5 7
3
3
8
5
4
6
3
2 8 1
4
3
2
7
time
5. points the finger
6. consumer over
7. wildly
8. actress Moore
9. paper border
10. popular pub brew
11. resolution
12. tropical fish
13. report on the anaylsis of a
substance
21. type of puzzle piece
22. Fran Drescher character
26. glass edge
27. heroic tale
28. slog
29. resolution
30. UK residents, for short
31. awkward people

33.
34.
35.
37.
40.
41.
42.
43.
45.
46.
47.
48.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
57.

camping essential
a hammer, for one
painful, like a muscle
various straight muscles
letter with a right angle
Cheech & Chong had them
assistant
Mozilla Firefox, for example
catch fire
large constellation
bank robbery, perhaps
newspaper frequency, sometimes
bothers
darn
Japanese sport
popular cookie sandwich
not straight
OJ case forensic expert Henry

Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

PUZZLE #2-MEDIUM

4

1

8
7
6

8
8

1
9 5

8
8

7
6

PUZZLE #3 -HARD

1

5

7
2 4
1

8
8
7
1

8
1 2
3
8
9

Week of
01/21/08

PUZZL E #4 -BRAIN FREEZE

3
7 1
2

6
8
8

9
2
3

6
8 9
6

8
8

3
Looking for the answers? Head online to check
your answers at www.fairfieldmirror.com

An ideal university experience
for sophomores
Unique Opportunities:
Live in Loyola Hall
Great sense of community
Quality Friendships
Special academic courses
Mentor program
Retreats
Cultural trips
Dinner events
Student programming committees
Ongoing conversations about the deeper questions of our lives

Sophomore year is full of fantastic opportunities.
How will you spend it?
Questions? Ext. 3325.
Applications available in Loyola Hall or
http://www.faculty.fairfield.edu/jmayzik/irc/index.htm
1 st round deadline February 1, 2008

Week of
01/21/08
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The Questions
1. Which team will finish
higher in the MAAC: Men's or
women's basketball?

Women's basketball/They got off
to a rough start but seem to be on
the right track now and will finish
in the top three.

2. Will 2008 be a better year for
Fairfield sports?

With women's basketball, swimming and diving andhopefully lacrosse having good seasons, 2008
should be a better year,

3. Will Memphis or Kansas
finish the regular season undefeated?

Memphis will. The
have any teams that
phis, home or on t.
still won't be easy i r them, and
Kansas is the better

4. Is two weeks between the
the NFL Conference Championship games and the Super
Bowl too long to wait?

Tom and Chris
will finish hi
judgement... J

Women. Yes, women actually can
be good at sports. Surprising, I
know.

I guess it can't get worse than
2007.

don t watch college bast
hot e veiriEfConn.

Nope. And if they do, they won't
win it all. Bobby Knight will take
someone out Tonya Harding style
to keep his team's legacy.

For those of us who aren't from
New England or the Tri-State
area, which is probably 2 percent
of Fairfield, we're waiting for the
draft.
g "The Wire" and eating

5. Best part of winter break?

Fairfield

Fairfield

/UNIVERSITY

f UNIVERSITY

Career Corner

0n-Campus Recruiting & Internship Application Deadlines
GE

Information Management Leadership Intern
Information Management Leadership Senior
Financial Management Program Intern
CF0 Office Summer Analyst Intern
Merrill Lynch
Operations Summer Analyst Intern
Bear Stearns & Co.
Controllers Summer Analyst Intern
Transfer Pricing Internship
Ernst & Young
Morgan Stanley
Prime Brokerage Summer Analyst
UBS Investment Bank Information Technology Intern
Deloitte & Touche
Tax & Audit Internships
Enterprise Risk Services Internship

1/24
1/24
1/24
1/28
1/28
1/29
1/30
1/30
1/31
2/6

Interviewing Skills Workshop: Presented by Merrill Lynch
Thursday, January 24
6:00p.m.-7:00p.m. Kelley Center
Employer Presentation:
Deloitte & Touche Summer Internship Program
5:00-6:30p.m.

Th ...January 24lf

T-W-Th ...January, 29,n 30m & 31st

For questions please contact Area Coordinator, Michael Labeila
\ \
(203) 254-4215, mlabella@mail.fairfield.edu

Meet and Greet Social

Employers meet and recruit Fairfield students for internships or full-time employment.
For a list of participating organizations go to: www.fairfield.edu/cpc
• Select Student Information
• Click General Career Fair

Resume Review at Jazzman's

If you |tre inte(RES)ted in applying, please attend an
information session listed below and stop by the
Office of Residence Life to receive an application
■ and earn mbre about ppsjtions available.

1/31

11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. RecPlex (next to Alumni Hall)

Do you have a quick question...want your resume reviewed???
Meet us in Jazzman's Cafe from 11:30 AM-1:30PM

'Being a (RES)idence Life staff member provides you
the opportunity to directly impact your peers and
j gain quality leadership experience."

Check us out on FaceBook too!
Search for the group; (res)llfe

Career Fair—Not just for SeniorsWednesday, February 6,2007

Become an RA
(RES)ist apathy

1/28

Kelley Center Presentation Room

AT&T
Presentation
5:00-6:30p.m.
Kelley Center Presentation Room

Office of (RES)idence Life
(RES)ident Staff Selection
2008-2009

Friday January 25th 3 p.m.
Outside the Residence Life Office

Information Sessions
Thurs. January 24th at 8:00pm (Gonzaga 1st Floor Lounge)
Thurs. January 24th at 9:30pm {Loyola Commons)
Mon, January 28th at 12:00pm (BCC 206)
Tues. January 29th at 6:30pm (BCC 200)
Wed. January 30th at 3:30pm (BCC 200)
Thurs. January 31st at 6:30pm (BCC 206)

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Women's basketball looks to finish
MAAC season with momentum

24, 2008 15

Stags strive to fill stands,
help fight cancer
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

CONTINUED FROM P.
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Geehan leads the Stags in rebounding and blocked shots with
8.9 and 1.4 per game respectively.
She is also third in points, averaging
7.6 per game, and fourth in steals,
with 16 total.
"I thought we played really
well, how we came together and
got a win," said Geehan.
This defense helped to keep
Fairfield in the game, despite its
offensive struggles early against
both Rider and Loyola. The Stags
connected on just five of 24 shots in
the first 11:40 of the game against
Rider; however, they trailed only
13-10. They proceeded to find their
rhythm and go on to an 18-0 run.
In Sunday's game against Loyola, the Stags shot just 32.8 percent
from the floor.
"They took us out of our
rhythm," said Frager after the win
against the Greyhounds. "Then we
tightened up after we missed a few
open looks."
Wrice continued to help carry
the Stags' scoring load, averaging
eter Caty/The Mirror
18.7 points per game during the
Fighting
through:
Lauren
Groom
'09
and
the
Stags
will
look
to
continue
their
winning streak. She continues to
success against Rider and lona this weekend.
lead the team in scoring, averaging
16.9 points per game.
Lowenthal is second on the team, game.
Hall, 59-43. The team has not yet
averaging 14.8 points per game while
Fairfield was without Ayriell . faced lona.
also pulling down 7.5 rebounds per Robinson '11 and Niya Santiago '11
For the Feb. 1 game against
game, giving opposing teams a tough for the games. Robinson is out for an Niagara, Fairfield is asking the fans
matchup in the post.
extended period of time on crutches to compete in the NCAA sponsored
Megan Caskin '09 again ran the and Santiago has been indefinitely "Pack the House" Challenge in order
offense with her usual effectiveness, suspended for failing to meet team to set a single-game women's basketaveraging 7.3 assists to two turnovers expectations, according to Frager.
ball attendance record. The NCAA
per game along with seven rebounds
The Stags look to continue this will select a winning institution from
per game over the past three games. run of success on Friday at Rider and each of the DI conferences and a
She is averaging only 2.6 points per at the Arena at Harbor Yard on Sun- group of independent schools.
game for the season but gets the ball day at 3:30 p.m. against lona.
All fans wearing red will be adto her teammates in good position
Fairfield has defeated Rider mitted for $1. The first 500 fans will
to score, averaging 4.6 assists per once already this season at Alumni receive a Stags sling bag.

Seniors are key to success of
swimming and diving teams
CONTINUED FROM P.
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relay team.
Seniors Sean McGonigle and
Rob Devine went out on top, with
McGonigle picking up two victories
(100 free and 800 free), while Devine
had a pair of second place finishes.
Diver Taylor Stecko '10 took both
FARLEY
events on the boards.
The women's team picked up a
139-31 victory, with senior Sarah Dent winning both the 200
IM and 100 back. Fellow senior Rachel Waldstein was also
a double winner in her final home event, winning the 100 fly
and swimming on the 200 medley relay. Senior Jennifer Silvia
also ended her home career with a win on the boards, winning
the 3-meter event.
Farley credited the senior class for helping the team
turnaround this season.
"They are the heart and soul of the team," Farley said.
"They are a good group of kids and as a group they have provided great leadership in and out of the water."
The women's side has two more meets before the championships, against Manhattan and Loyola, while the men's side
swims against Loyola. The teams will be in the taper stage
heading into the championships, a period when workload is
reduced prior to an important competition.
"It is hard to predict how you will do when you are in
the taper stage; some swim well. It is all about adapting to
the taper," said Farley. "We would like to swim well against
Manhattan and especially against Loyola, since that will be
the pool the tournament will be in."

Maybe the student section will finally fill up for a women's
basketball game on campus.
The women's basketball team is looking to set an attendance record on Feb. 1 at 7 p.m. against Niagara at Alumni
Hall.
As part of the NCAA sponsored "Pack the House" Challenge, Fairfield, along with nine of its fellow members in the
MAAC conference, will try to set their single-game women's
basketball attendance record.
"Having a vocal and supportive home crowd is one of the
best things about Fairfield," said Head Coach Joe Frager in a
press release. "Our players are energized every time they step
on the court in front of their home fans, and we are especially
excited about the prospects of a record-setting crowd for that
evening."
Judging by the team's attendance this season, the Stags
haven't been energized that often. The last two games played
on campus at Alumni Hall have averaged 345.5 fans, only
a handful of whom were students. A Friday night game on
campus drew only 185 people, along with a surprising lack
of drunk or buzzed students.
To attract students on Sunday, Fairfield is offering $1
tickets to anyone wearing red. The first 500 fans at the game
will receive a Stags sling bag.
The Athletics Department has also reached out to local
elementary schools, and the school with the best turnout will
receive a thank you visit from the Stags. Even if the students
on campus don't want to see a winning basketball team, some
local residents will.
Assistant Athletic Director Roy Brown said he is optimistic for a big turnout.
"Our women's basketball fans have always shown great
support for our program and we consider them among the best
anywhere," he said in a recent press release.
Having the game on campus will hopefully attract some
students besides the volleyball team and Hutch Williams '08, but
so far Alumni Hall games haven't been well-attended. Maybe $1
tickets and the lure of a free sling bag will attract them.
The women's basketball team will also participate in
the Women's Basketball Coaches Association's "Think Pink"
initiative to raise breast cancer awareness on campuses and
in communities.
MAAC schools will be provided with pink shooting shirts
for warm-ups and all coaches are being asked to wear pink for
their specific game. Fairfield's game will be on Feb. 16 against
Siena at noon. Here's a chance to see how good Frager looks
in pink while catching a good basketball game as well.

Raising the Red Sea at important homestand
CONTINUED FROM P.
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Canisius provides the Stags with
an opportunity to secure conference
victories, given that the Golden Griffs
have struggled mightily all season and
hold only one MAAC win.
On the other hand, Niagara, last
season's conference champions, gives

the Stags a chance to demonstrate
whether they can play with the conference's top teams.
"I want everyone to continue to
see the growth of these kids," said
Cooley. "I feel the more games we
play, the better we're going to get."

"Mike [Evanovich] hit a lot
of shots," said Allen. "Jon [Han]
handled the ball real well. It was a
hell of a game."
Han is ranked 28th in the country
in assists per game, with 5.8,
three assists less than the national leader, Davidson College's
Jason Richards.
He has been more unselfish
the second half of the season
but remains Fairfield's leading
scorer, averaging 10.7 points
per game.
"When Jon [Han] plays
well, the Stags are good," said
Cooley. "When he struggles,
the Stags are going to struggle.
That's a lot of pressure on him
but good luck.
"That's what scholarships do
— earn your scholarship."
With a home and home
series against both Niagara and
Canisius in the coming days, an
Alumni Hall win gives Fairfield
some momentum as the calendar
pages turn to the second half of
the season's conference games.
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
To say that the next few games "Stags up!": The Red Sea puts up its Stag hands as a Fairfield player steps to
are a critical stretch for Fairfield the free throw line to take shots. After the game, Herbie Allen '09 said the crowd's
energy helped motivate the team down the stretch.
would be an understatement.

Editor: Tom Geary
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Knockout blow
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Rolling again:
Women's basketball wins
three straight MAAC games

www.fairfieldmirror.com

BY CHRIS SIMMONS

The women's basketball team has made its way back
into the middle of the MAAC conference race by working
hard on the boards and defense, ranking 11th in the nation
in scoring defense, allowing only 53.9 points per game.
After losing their first four conference games, the
Stags (13-5 overall, 3-4 MAAC) have battled their way
back into the middle of the conference hunt. They are
currently sixth out of 10 teams but boast the best MAAC
defense.
Their early struggles could be partly blamed on one
of the most difficult schedules, according to Head Coach
Joe Frager. Fairfield faced MAAC power Marist twice,
then traveled on the road to St. Peter's and Canisius, the
latter turning into a one-point, last-second loss.
The Stags returned to their winning ways, however,
and are riding a three-game conference winning streak,
defeating Niagara on the road, then both Rider and Loyola
at Alumni Hall. In those three games, Fairfield has out
rebounded its opponents by a total of 150 to 96 and held
them to 49.7 points per game.
"The proof is in the numbers," said Frager, in reference to his team wining when it out rebounds its opponents.
Against Rider and Loyola, the Stags switched things
up and played both man-to-man and a 2-3 zone defense.
"We tried to switch it up so they don't get the same
looks," said Sabra Wrice '08. "We played hard and dug
deep."
One reason for this play has been Stephanie Geehan
'10. During the Stags' winning streak, she has averaged
nine points, 11.7 rebounds per game and 3.3 blocks per
game, including a career-high six against Rider, equaling
the fifth best total in program history. She also pulled down
16 boards against Loyola, tying her career-high with the
third-best single-game effort in program history. Her defense and rebounding in the middle have helped the Stags
hold their past two opponents to a combined 84 points.
"It is wonderful to have Geehan, another post player
there to grab rebounds," said Baendu Lowenthal '09, after
the Stags' Fordham Holiday Classic win. "It takes a lot of
pressure off of me in the post."

SEE "WOMEN'S" ON P.
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Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror

Mamma said knock you out: St. Peter's Jordan Costner stays on the ground after fouling Stags' Anthony Johnson '10
on one of his two, three-point plays down the stretch. The Stags went on to win 70-64 in the final Alumni Hall game of
the season.

Men's basketball defeats St. Peter's heading into key stretch
BY KEITH CONNORS

Three days earlier, Head Coach
Ed Cooley witnessed his team selfdestruct after halftime against an Iona
Gaels team that had lost five of six
games.
"Right now, we're a team struggling with our identity," said Cooley.
While that identity may still be in
question, Fairfield worked to put the
doubts to rest — at least for one night
on campus.
Junior Mike Evanovich led the
Stags with 19 points, en route to the
Stags' 70-64 victory over St. Peter's
College on Monday night at Alumni
Hall. Jon Han '09 also added a careerhigh 13 assists.
More importantly, Fairfield
showed glimpses of the team that
stormed out to a 3-1 conference record.
"I'm very happy with the win,"

said Cooley. "We really needed that
win bad."
The Stags raced to a 22-14 lead
and held the advantage for the entire
first half. However, St. Peter's showed
the same resiliency the Stags saw 24
days before in Jersey City.
"I don't know what it is with St.
Peter's," said Cooley. "We come out
playing really well and then we hit a
bad [stretch]."
The two teams dueled back and
forth for most of the game, with the
lead changing 16 times in the second
half. Ironically, in the teams' earlier
meeting three weeks prior, St. Peter's
never led.
Though pleased with the victory,
Cooley said that his "young" team is
still very much a work in progress.
"I felt that we were too unselfish with the basketball tonight," said
Cooley. "We had four-straight possessions where we turned down open

Making
a splash:,
&
r

looks, particularly Jon [Han]."
"I don't think we did a good job
defensively [against St. Peter's]. When
you look at the stats, it's a little surprising that we won this basketball game,"
he added.
Aside from the victory, the team
also can draw positives from the return
of junior guard Herbie Allen, who
missed the team's loss against Iona due
to an injured left thumb.
Before the injury, Allen was the
Stags' hot hand, totaling 42 points in
two games.
Without him, Iona's zone defense
left the Stags without a scoring option on the perimeter. On this night,
however, a streaking Evanovich and
a healthy Allen demonstrated how
lethal Fairfield can be if clicking in
all facets.

SEE "RAISING" ON P.
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head into MAAC season

BY TOM CLEARY

Peter Caty/The Mirror

Going strong: Stephanie Geehan '10 and the Stags have
won three-straight MAAC conference games to move into
sixth place. Her play in the post has the Stags' defense
ranked 11th in the nation, and her rebounding has given
the Stag numerous second chance shots.

With less than a month before the
MAAC Championships, the swimming and diving teams are performing as well as any other school in the
conference.
The women's team is 5-4, while
the men's team is 3-4. After a 40-day
layoff, the Stags returned to action
against the New Jersey Institute of
Technology (NJIT) and swept the
visiting Highlanders on Senior Day at Flying high: Meghan Carlson '09 swims the butterfly at the RecPlex.
the RecPlex on Saturday
won 115-72. He broke a 13-year-old record in the 100 fly with
"The season has been excellent
so far," said Head Coach Bill Farley. "This has been a big a time of 1:00.72 and swam on the winning 200-meter medley
turnaround year for us, as far as attitude and work habits."
SEE "SENIORS" ON P. 15
Sophomore Boris Romanovsky led the men's side, which

